Description
burn 50 x86_64 promo DVDs on the branded blanks so we can take them to susecon

Related issues:
Related to openSUSE 13.1 Release - action # 893: get DVDs for SUSEcon  Closed  18/10/2013  08/11/2013
Related to openSUSE 13.1 Release - action # 1045: Material for SUSCon / openS...  Closed  08/11/2013  17/11/2013

History
#1 - 08/11/2013 04:49 pm - toscalix
- Status changed from New to Resolved
- % Done changed from 0 to 100

Done

#2 - 08/11/2013 04:49 pm - toscalix
- Status changed from Resolved to Closed